September 17, 2015

TECHNICAL SUPPORT BRANCH
NAVIGATION BULLETIN NO. 15-59
NOTICE TO NAVIGATION INTERESTS:

TENNESSEE-TOMBIGBEE WATERWAY, MS AND AL

DREDGE WORK, MILE 366.0, ABERDEEN LAKE

The Inland Dredge KELLY L and associated plant are currently near mile 366.0 on Aberdeen Lake. They expect to begin dredging work at that location the week of September 21, 2015. They will be working 24 hours per day, 7 days per week. Navigation traffic can contact the dredge marine channel 16. Work activities will continue at that location for the next two to three weeks. They will be moving to mile 362.6 at the completion of the work on this area. Traffic is requested to transit this reach with caution at no wake speed.

For further information please contact Allan Brewer or Peter Grace at the Tennessee-Tombigbee Project Management Office at (662) 327-2142.

CARL E. DYESS
Chief, Navigation Section